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ABSTRACT
StUdies of children's deceptive behavior have

scientific merit and can.be carried mkt in an ethically defensible
manner. Many arguments against studies requiring children to deceive
others in an experimental context 'are relatively easy to refute. It
cis true, though, that the debrieiing phase of deception studies
presents ethical problems, particularly when the researcher employs,a
confederate. There are substantial arguments for and against
informing children after a study,of the nature of any deception
incorporated in'the research design. Clear ethical problems would
exist, of course, if subjects were put in a situation leading them to.
spontaneously lie4or cheat. Two factors support the.claim that
research on deception is ethical: subjects are at negligible risk,
and benefits of the research are high. Further, certain questions can
be answered with no other technique. In comparison to results of
studies of Tole-played emotional states, resultsif deception studies
involving spontaneous behavior are more illustra ive of skill in the
actual use of nonverbal behavior. Recent research suggests that the
ability to be deceptive successfully is a social skill related to the
development of other abilities in children. The finding of a
significant correlation between role-taking abilities and ability to
be deceptive illustrates the importance of research in which children
are led to be deceptive. (RH) .
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There are few areas of 2esearch that evoke as iduch
. .

concern on the part of observers es that involving research

.on children's communication of deception. It :turns out,

-,however, this interest is not always predicated upon

scientific curiosity about the topic,. but rather is based

ugbn the ethics of the research. As an investigator with

strong interests in children's nonverbal behavior, I. have

learned the hard way: Research on the topic proves, to be'an

almopt irrestible magnet for the concerns of members of-
iporC

institutional.Human Subjects Review Committees: By its yen,
.

nature, work investigating chilldrenrs abiaity to lie strikes

observers as unethical. In this paper, I hope to i,counter

much of this concern, using as a poinet of reference some of

my own--of course ethical--research.

Let me first describe the methoci that I.typically use to

study children's nonverbal behavior while being deceptive. I,

tell subjects that they will be participating in-a game in

which they will be given two drinks of KoOl-Aid. One drink

1

is mixed correctly, with the Eirdper (unconscionably large)

amount's:if sugar, and the other is mixed without any sugar and

consequently tastes pretty awful. TheCbltiojects are then told

that their job is to.u.fool"',an'interviewer 'ipto believing

7.hat both drinks taste equally good. Thus, in one instance

they are telling the truth, while in another teef,' are ,being

Oceptive when descibing the drinks. The subjects are then

given sips of both drinks, an-interviewer (blind as to which

2
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diink'tastes good Or bad) is brought in, and the subje s are

ask.e d a series of questions concerning how much they enjoyed

the drink. While they are responding to the questions, we

,videotape their nonverbal behavior, and judges later try to

rate whether subjects were truthful or deceptive On the basis

of the recordings.

Having spent some time at the Human Subjects Review

Committee docket defending research employing this paradigm

to ,stady children's deception, I am familiar with the

arguments that are raised. Let me give you some examples:

"You are teaching children to lie";

"You are condoning lying";

"You should not be videotaping a population that is unable

to understand the.implicat±ons of such a procedure";

"Any .debriefing you employ wj.11 leaye children feeling 4

betrayed--but you need tO employ debriefing".

Some of these questions are easy to answer, but some are

problematic. We are clearly not teachingchildren, to lie;

society. and !yarents have already done that for us. Man7
,

children's games axe based on the ability torbe deceptive, "to

hide something, or to fool someone else. Moreover, fqw,pareputS
. ..,., ,

can resist telling,their children to pa'r that they like the

concoction that Aunt Ethel has cooked up, even if they-bate it',
. .

_ . .4,

, and few would refrain fromtelling thbir children tO express

thanks for a gift of socks and handkerchiefs, items that are

clearly not high on any child'.s list 5. preferred gifts.

The notion that we are condoning-lying is also relatively

easy to refute. We do suggest to subjects that they should
4
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"pretend" to do or say somehing, but it is in very limited

gbntext of a particular setting -of an experiment. Most .

children have not been in a laboratory before, nor have' they

been in an experiment previously. Although.we do take pains to

aclimate them and put 1.1em at ease, the situation is still one

with which they are unramiliar, ".and it is unlikely that the

behaviors that they learn--if indeed they o learn anything--

will generalize to. other situations.. If there is

generalization, we'suspect that the behavior that is reinforced

relates to obedience tss adult authdrity,.not.to lying per se.
.

, ,Videbtaping ohr subjects also does not present particular
, .

ethical problems, in our view. Prior to participation, we

generally inform subjects that at-some point in the experiment,

they may be taped, and we have their parents sign an informed

cdnsent form. After the experirdental session is complete, we

very explicitly tell- them that they have been ',videotaped, and

ye-offer to.let them see,themselves on televisibn. . This offer

is "rarely A refused. We also inform them that judges will be

obseryin9 the tapes to see if they were able to fool someOne

else, but that; if the subject so desires, the tape will be

erased then and there. Of the hundreds of subjects that we have

employed over, the none has ever taken us up' on this

. offer. '

ft

. To Me, the question that presents the most ethicaf

problems relatu to the debriefingparticularly when we

employ a confederate. Consider, for instance, a study that

,we carried out using a different paradigm from that which I

4
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discussed earlier. We used a tutoring situation inowhich

grade-school age children acted as tutors to a confederate

who was playing the role of student (Feldman, Devin-Sheehan,

' 'E, Allen, 1978). The study investigated the tutors' nonverbal
t ,'

'behavior when their positive, verbal reinforcement was

truthful or untiuthful. The tutors were instructed always to
,

praise the responses of the student, regardless of whether
,

the answers were correct. The confederate students gave

primarily correct responses fn onb condition and incorrect

ones in another condition. Thus, the tutor's resliOnse was

.veridical when the student performed well, and dissembled in

the condition in which the student.performed podtly. .We

hypothesized that the nonverbal behavior of the tutors would

differ under the'two conditions due to the efact that the
..

tutors were telling the truth or lying.

We use third- and sixth-grade children as subjects, each
,

.

of whom was assigned a same-sex student who was .one grade

level below.the tutor. The student was actually a carefully-
,

trained confederate who answered in a predetermined manner

according to a code visible only to him. In the truthful .

t

i condition, -the Confederate answered 90%'of the items on a ,

test administered _by the tutor correctly; in the lying

condition, he ot she responded incorrectly 90% of the time.

To provide a degree of control .over subjects' verbal -

behavio'r, tutors were told that in administering the test,

they should say "good or give some verbal 'indication, of
-

J- approval after the student's response, to each item regardless

of whether the response was correct or incorrect-. As a

7
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rationale, subjects were told that one purpose'of the study'

was tto provide encouragement,and reassurance toward the

student.

The results ef the study were pretty much as we

predicted. There were objective differences in the nonverbal

behavior" of truthful, .compared with lying, subjects.

-

Dissembling subjects smiled less, showed less pleasant-mouth

expressiong, greater nervous hand movements, and paused more-

when speaking than did subjects who were being truthful. , In'

addition, a sample of untrained third-grade judges,, who rated

short, silent samples of the subjects' nonverbal behavior

while providing hAlest or dishonest praise, discerned that

subjects were significantly more pleas'ANwhen being truthful

than when being dishonest.

While the results of the study confirmed our,hypdthesis,

we 'were 'uneasy with certain elements 'of the. methodology.

Note the- deceptive elements of this study of .deception.

Subjects were not actually teaching another, studopt bot

rather a confederate. We were not interpsted primarily in

the tutoring process as We had told the subject, but rathe4

-in 'their nonverbal behavior while they were being,deceptive.
a.

We had told our subjects to be deceptive, albeit for, the

worth ra.ionale of making the student'feel good.

we had secretly videotaped the subjects While they were

providing
.

the'deceptive,or truthful praise.

Most of the deceptive'elemdnts were not troubling to .Us,

as my earlier comments suggest', but the use of the

6
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-confederate was. The question was not so much one of whether

we should empl6y a.confederate, but_ rather whether we should

inform the subject after the study that a- confederate was
:

employed. A long tradition 'of use of confederates with
4.

-adults dictates that the subject be informed lully as soon as

possible of the, nature of any deception involved. The

tradition is less-clear with children, and arguMents for and%

against could be made. 'The argumens in favor say that

anyone in an experiment 'deserves to be made aware that given

eleméntd were-not genuine, if thA is the case, and that a

subject's full knowledge is always beneficial. But another

argument: 'is equally compelling: that' to minimize the

averiive consequences to the subject, information that might

damage' an individual's morale, self-esteem, Or sense of

perspicacirty- about the world should be withheld. 'In the

present case, this ,argument suggests that the children's

suspiciousness of &Tufts in general (and psychologists in

particular) ,would- be increased,' and there might be a

corresponding decrease in title confidence with which the world

is viewed.
,

jle have no absolute answer for these problemS, but gaa

tell you what we did in-the case of this particular study.
-

While the subjects Weie informed that they vere videotaped,

ttie fact that their student was a confederate, responding in

a prearranged manner, was not revealed. We did ask them to

indicate any suspicions they had'and, if the'y had.iexpressed

any, we were prepared to tell 'all. In no case, however, did

this occur.

47
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What this study does indicate is that ,the locus of

'ethical prOblems with deception studies does not reside in

the study.of'deception per se but in the other* concomitant

features that are related to the procedures that 'must be

.Jemployed to 'increase the experimental ,realigm and
;

involvingness of the experiment for the subjects. Asking

Children to be deceptive -does not, -in and of itself,

'represent an unethital or even particularly troublesome

'experimerltal manipulation.

There is one particular instance in which the 'study *of
A

deception would represent clear ethical problems. If we were

to put subjects in a situation in which they were led

spontaneously to lie to someone else,, without doing so

because the experimenter directly asked them to be deceptive,

we would,be in'dangerous territory. Consider, for instailice,,,

the well-known eaxly work in deception of Hartshorne and May

(1928). In one of their.studies, they placed children in a

situation where it was easy to cheat on a test--and in fact

the researchers probably.'would have been disappointed ie.they

hadn't. Providing such temptation, I would argue, is not an

ethically-defensible procedure, -since there is the very real

possibildity that the children will .suffer guilt and remorse

over their.behavior if they did, in fact, act deceptively--

'and rib amount of reassuranceqrom the experimenter,would be

likely to assaug9rthe dUbjectst negative emotibhal responsep.

'For me, (and let me hasten to add that this is an opinion

clearly open to dispute), the ethicality of research on
1
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'-deceptionrests' on two factors. First, the degiee to which

.subjects are placed at risk is negligible, as I have already

discussed.- The- second is that the3enefits of,doing this,

.,,

sort of research are high, and the.questions that, can "be
'1)

answered by° asking children to be''-deceptive cannot be

answered using any other technique.

To support 'this second assertion, it is necessary to

refer to the nature'of previous research which has looked at

the broad izsue,of how Aildren learn to Maintain control

over their nonverbal behavior. There have been two divergent

approaches to this question in the literature. Some research

has examined the ability of individuals to.pose. Specific

emotional states or to convey particular messages through

their nonverbal behavior. This 'type of research ''can be

referred td as "ro1e-p1ayv1", since the expefimenter

typically5 directs . the subject,,to. encode_ nonveibally

particular emotional states. ,

An alternatile approach; one.which I employ, .makes tbe.

assumption that nonverbal behavior can reveal a person's

actual emotional state, even if the person intends,to hide.

. it. In this type of research an &notional state is indticed

in an individual, and the person is led to verbally lie about

how he actually feels. As the subject is being deceptive

verba0y, the concomitant nonverbal behaviors are studied.

7
If the person ig adept at controlling hls nonverbal behavipr,

#

the fact 'that the individual is being deceptive is not,

disclosed, but less skil,led subjects_tend to reveal their

actual feelings. This type oi research clan 'be .termed

9
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"sPontaneOus" because the researcher does not specify that

.the person's nonverbal behavior is to be controlled.p ra'ther,
4

f ,

its spontaneous variation is the focus of interest.
,--

The goals of role-played and spontaneous researcht..are ;

usually quite different. In the role-played approach, the

ptrpose'is to show a range of emotions a person is capable4of

-

iDroducing and coimunicating to an observer through skill -in

N
the use of nonverbal behavior. In the spontaneous approach,

the research is more concerned with an individual's

in' the 'ability- to control his or her nonverbal behavior.

4"euch reSearch is typically carried out within'the context 4:if

the study of verbal dedeption, and. the noniierbal. behaviors
,

P
that accompany the subject's. verbalizations are measured. In

these studies, differences in nonverbal behavior between

% truthful .and dissembling-subjects can be'taken as a lack of

'skill in manipulating and controlling-nonverbal behavior.
.

Although both role-played Ad spontaneous types of

research can be'seen_to be necessary for'a full undersanding .

of how nonverbal hphavior functions in social interaction, I

would argue that results of the spontaneous deception studies,
A

are more illustrative of skill in the actual use of, nonverbal

behavior, as control of nonverbal behavior while being

,

deceptive requires 11Ct only possessing the ability itself,

but awareness and knowledge of the circumstances under which

the skill%must be brought to,bear7-a,critidal question' that

cannot be answered from role-playing studies alone.

( The efficacy of the prior analysis ih demonstrated by

1
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'\
- some of my own research wir. suggests that the ability to be

,,deceptive successfully ts social skin that is ielated to'

the development ofvotherisotts of abilitiqg 54,1 children. We

--<Thave reasoned 'that,as child en develop, .hey giow both in
I ,--

/* cognitive ability (e.g., Piag tIc Inhelder,, 1969.) and' tine

muscular control , (Charles rth & Kreutzer,
.

1973),

, . .

Furthermore, as, children gain more-awareness of'the social

ecology andpecome less egoOentric, they develop the skill to

put themselves ,in the Position of an observer and the

sitilation fiDom the observer's point of, view. Flavell and

associates have referred to this ability, in reference to

verbal communication skill, as "taking the role ofAhe ler"
/

(Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wright, & Jarvis, 1968).

The development of role-taking skills fips with our

analysis orthe ability to'control and use nonverbal behavior
,

whtlek *beirib- deceptive. In order to be deceptive'

succesfully, an individual would have to possess not only

the skill to control his behavior, but the awareness that,

hls nonverbal behavior could have an effect upon others.
Tte

,Relating this t6 the role-taking liteiature, it seems

reasonable that role-taking ability would be correlated with

the , ability to control nonverbal behavior while -being
,

deceptiye, and that skill in controlling nonverbal behavior

would show "developmental progression. Specifically, we

expected that there would be-an increase, concomitant with

growth of role-taking skills, in-the ability to encode and

control nonverbal behavior.

To test the hypothesiv. that role-taking ability is
,p



ielated ncinverbal social skills, in one study swe

'administered an objective measure of role-taking to a group

of children aged five through twelve, and then led them to be

verbally deceptive and truthful while describing _Aheir

reaction`to-a drink which varied in pleasantness. Untrained;

adult judges then rated whether they thought the children

were being'tfuthful or deceptive. As we predicted, role-

taking abilities and ability to be deceptive .successAlly

were significantly cotrelated--independently of age (Feldman',

& Lobato, 1982.

These results illustrate the importance of research that

employs methodology ip which children "a?e led to be

"deceptive. Because role-taking is one of the crucial

developments in the groWth of social cognition and 'the

ability to interact with others effeetively, we view the

positive correlation between ole-taking and deceptive skill

as important. Indeed, this knowled9,g,is intrinsic to an

understanding of howl social cognition develop8 general and

how children learn effective impression management,techn es

and selfIRresentational strategies.

It can. be seen from this research that we are not

directly- lnterestea in children's lying ability per Se.

Rather, our interest is in the" process that underlies

successful verbal deception, which we posit to involve both a

muscular skill component (being able to manipulate one's

nonverbal behavior) and a knowledge component (knowing what

one ought to manipulate in a given situation). Studies of

.12
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the role-playing va0ety simply would not suffice.

In sum, research that studies children's deception has

both scientific merit and can be carried out in an-ethically-
.

defensible manner. Moreover,' the questions that such studies
_

address go far beyond the mere study of deception per se, but

can answer broader and potentially more iNportant questions

about the development of communication processes in children.

14
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